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Orrin Sun didn’t let others follow, he got up and walked out the door alone.

As soon as he saw Stephen Thompson, he quickly stepped forward to shake hands with Stephen
Thompson, and said with a smile: “Stephen! I haven’t seen you someday! Same in Eastcliff, you don’t
often come to see me!”

Stephen Thompson respectfully said, “President sun! I have been very busy recently. I haven’t visited
you some days, and your complexion is getting better and better!”

Orrin Sun nodded and laughed: “Thanks to Charlie, otherwise you will come to see me in front of my
grave.”

“Yes!” Stephen Thompson nodded heavily and said, “To this day, Master charlie’s abilities are
unfathomable!”

Orrin Sun sighed, still holding Stephen Thompson’s hand, and said seriously: “Stephen, thanks to you
quietly protecting charlie for so many years, Orrin Sun will never forget this kindness!”

Stephen Thompson bowed in fear and said, “Ms. sun, you are too polite…This is all within my part.
Master bruse has the kindness to reinvent me, even if it makes me feel bad, it’s a matter of course and
no hesitating! “

Orrin Sun said sternly: “Sihai, you are sentimental and righteous, Brother wade didn’t misunderstand
you!”

Stephen Thompson smiled slightly and said respectfully: “Mr sun, if you want to say that you are
affectionate and righteous, you are more than me!”

Orrin Sun sighed: “Hey! All around the world! It is because you and I are people who value love and
righteousness, so you have to come to see me! You and I were all people who followed and were
favored by Brother wade back then. There are common experiences and common topics. You should
often drink two glasses together and reminisce about the past.”

As he said, Orrin Sun said, to be honest, you have always been a friend in my heart, and I believe it is
the same in the eyes of Big Brother wade!”

Hearing this, Stephen Thompson was deeply moved in his heart, and a red tide appeared in his eyes.

Although he had been with bruce and often contacted Orrin Sun back then, he always felt that he was
bruce’s subordinate, and Orrin Sun was bruce’s brother.

Therefore, his identity is much lower than that of Orrin Sun.

Therefore, after bruce’s death, it was difficult for him to take the initiative to contact Orrin Sun, which
seemed a bit high.



However, seeing Orrin Sun’s words from the bottom of his heart, he said seriously: “Good Mr. sun!
Don’t worry! As long as you don’t bother me, I will come to you for a drink often in the future!”

Orrin Sun nodded again and again: “That’s it, as long as I am in Eastcliff, you can come anytime!”

“Okay!” Stephen Thompson agreed and asked again: “By the way, Mr. sun, is Master charlie ready? He
has to arrive at wade’s house before 9:30. After 9:30, the representatives of the relatives arrived one
after another. Yes, today. For the young master, it is very important.”

Hearing this, Orrin Sun raised his eyebrows slightly, looked at Stephen Thompson, and asked seriously:
i, you have been protecting charlie secretly for so many years, this is what you are waiting for, right?”

“Yes!” Stephen Thompson said firmly, “Mr. sun, let’s tell you that after I personally enshrined the
young Master bruce, Stephen Thompson lived for two things!”

“The first thing is to witness Master Charlie taking over the Wade Family!”

“The second thing is to witness Master charlie revenge for Master bruce and Madam!”

When Orrin Sun heard this, he clasped Stephen Thompson’s hands tightly again, and said with great
determination: “The four seas! I am exactly the same as you think!”

Stephen Thompson was taken aback for a moment, and then he couldn’t help sighing, and said, “Ms.
sun, the only thing I worry about is Master Charlie, who has always wanted to draw a clear line
between the Wade Family… If he keeps thinking this way, he might disdain to take over the Wade
Family. .”

Orrin Sun laughed and laughed: “Don’t worry about the whole world! I drank wine with Charlie for a
few hours yesterday, and told wade Big Brother one by one the situation of that year. He has fully
understood wade Big Brother’s last will, and he has also decided that he must Become the master of
the Wade Family!”
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